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1.0 Problem Statement 
Along with a handful of other libraries, the North Carolina State University (NCSU) Libraries has 
made strides in recent years in pioneering the use of large-scale visualization technologies for 
research and learning. However, the utilization, scale, and impact of large-scale, immersive 
visualization environments and the scholarship created within and for them are not as great as 
they could be. Our work has encountered the challenges common in early adoption of 
technology: projects and development are siloed and do not benefit from shared infrastructure, 
learning occurs through trial and error, and there are relatively few peers/collaborators to help 
with problem solving. The next step in the provision of technology-rich, academic visualization 
spaces is to develop best practices and collaborative frameworks that can benefit individual 
institutions by building economies of scale among collaborators. Support from The Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation would facilitate the creation of this shared infrastructure and community 
network. Once this infrastructure is in place, the barriers to use for scholars will be significantly 
reduced, and libraries will be better positioned to serve our learning and research communities 
through these spaces and associated content and services.  
 
Mellon’s funding of this proposal would be an important moment in the development of visually 
immersive scholarly communication, where scholarship is communicated in multimodal, 
multisensory, digital spaces. This effort could mean the difference between whether visual 
environments like the ones found in the NCSU Libraries' James B. Hunt Jr. Library are looked 
back upon as outlying experiments in campus and library design or as the beginnings of a major 
advance in research and scholarly communication practice.  
 
There are two major problems at present that limit the utilization, scale, and impact of 
visualization environments and the scholarship created within them. 
 

1. The absence of a community of practice of scholars and librarians who work in 
large-scale multimedia prevents visually immersive scholarly work from entering 
the research lifecycle. There is no established workflow to ideate, vet, develop, 
produce, evaluate, and curate visually immersive projects, with each one starting from 
scratch or from the limited experience at a single location. In our rapidly changing 
scholarly communication environment, it is difficult for libraries to know what policies and 
services will help their scholars generate the most impact. These digital scholarship 
projects would benefit from the shared experiences, technical solutions, publication 
practices, guidelines, and evaluative standards of a network of organizations and 
scholars -- essentially a collection of “best practices” that could be shared widely and 
updated/enhanced by the community over time. 

 



 

 

2. Technical and resource barriers limit the number of scholars and libraries who are 
able to produce digital scholarship for visualization environments and the 
distribution and impact of generated knowledge. Significant technology infrastructure 
expenditures may be necessary up front to build immersive digital spaces, but many of 
the true ongoing costs stem from the high level of technical expertise needed to 
participate in and sustain digital scholarship production. For example, lack of technical 
standards and guidelines for interoperability, sharing, and reproducibility between 
visualization environments prevents the distribution of digital scholarship created for a 
specific space beyond that singular institution. Also, unknowns regarding the required 
skill sets make it difficult for researchers and libraries to secure the right kind of technical 
expertise. Barriers between scholars and large-scale visualization technologies need to 
be fully addressed as a community of practice so that we can begin a concerted effort to 
propose, prototype, and evaluate a scalable technical ecosystem of visually immersive 
scholarship support. Now that libraries have initial experiences to draw from, the time 
has come to discuss how we can scale up our technology utilization and lower barriers 
to participation. 

 
We propose to leverage our experience and the expanding network of institutions with digital 
scholarship and visualization spaces to develop extensible applications, models, and programs 
for the creation and sharing of digital scholarship in these environments. In doing so, we would 
foster greater impact for the products created in these environments while also making it easier 
for more scholars and more projects to utilize the capabilities of large-scale visualization 
technologies.  We propose a two-pronged approach:  1) community-building and problem-
solving through two intensive workshops with practitioners and an online community of practice; 
and 2) content development focused on inter-institutional reproducibility and sustainability 
through block grants and a series of residency programs. Our experiences of  hosting and 
attending several conferences, including Liberact1 and Designing Libraries2, along with hosting 
visiting scholars and collaborating with local faculty on large-scale visual projects and existing 
micro-grant programs, provide successful models upon which we can build. This proposal 
describes how these approaches can be applied to address the problem statements above. 

2.0 Context and Need 
The rationale for this project emerges from the NCSU Libraries’ substantial experience in 
managing visualization spaces for faculty and student use, from professional connections with 
others working in large-scale visualization, and from literature research. This section presents a 
series of case studies of relevant projects completed in our spaces, discussion of how the need 
for this project has been validated in our conversations with professional colleagues, and a 
literature review. 
 
                                                 
1 https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/liberact.  
2 https://www.ncsu.edu/mckimmon/cpe/opd/libraries/index.html.  

https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/liberact
https://www.ncsu.edu/mckimmon/cpe/opd/libraries/index.html


 

 

2.1 NCSU Libraries Case Studies 
 
The NCSU Libraries can offer several examples of pairing large-scale displays and staff 
expertise with faculty-driven research and inquiry to foster creativity, discovery, and new modes 
of analysis.3  A handful of lead projects stand out in terms of both highlighting the scholarly 
potential of visualization environments while illuminating the two limitations described in the 
Problem Statement. 
 
Interdisciplinary Faculty Clusters 
Libraries are increasingly well equipped to partner with interdisciplinary teams in developing and 
conveying the scholarly product of their collaborations, while humanistic inquiry and visual 
narrative play a growing role in promoting the value of interdisciplinary scholarship. The growth 
of interdisciplinary clusters of scholars in areas of strength is an expanding model of practice at 
research institutions, including NCSU.4  For example, the Visual Narrative cluster at NCSU 
works to “identify path breaking opportunities for interdisciplinary collaborations between 
engineering and humanities disciplines, particularly those invigorated by the emergence of 
digital humanities at the intersections of computation, analytics, and interpretation.”5 The Public 
Science cluster brings scientists, social scientists, and humanists together to improve how 
researchers communicate their findings and engage stakeholders. One of the central goals of 
these teams of scholars is to engage general public audiences in their research -- both to help 
drive their scholarly inquiry and to promote widely the impact of interdisciplinary, university-
based research. Over the past several years, several of these clusters have collaborated with 
the Libraries to visualize and display their research in creative and engaging ways in a variety of 
library spaces. 
 
Twenty-first century academic libraries are well positioned to assist interdisciplinary research 
teams in engaging general public audiences in the process and results of their work. They offer 
collaborative spaces for interdisciplinary scholars, large-scale, high-definition visual displays, 
and extensive media production facilities. They can also provide the expertise and ability to not 
only leverage this extensive infrastructure, but also to broadly disseminate visualized multimedia 
content to a large public audience from the campus and surrounding communities. Thus, 
academic libraries are ideal venues to test the potential for new models of cross-disciplinary 
communication, including large-scale visual narrative. 
 
The Mellon-funded “Grand Challenges” grant project at Purdue University is another example of 
the trend of bringing interdisciplinary teams together to produce excellent research and 
communicate the outcomes of that research to diverse audiences.6  

                                                 
3 See the Library Stories page for a full listing - https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/stories/all.   
4 “The Promise and Peril of Cluster Hiring,” Chronicle of Higher Education.  March 13, 2016.  
http://www.chronicle.com/article/The-PromisePeril-of/235679 - last accessed December 4, 2016. 
5 https://www.visualnarrative.ncsu.edu/about-vn-2/ 
6 http://grandchallenges.lib.purdue.edu/.  

https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/stories/all
http://www.chronicle.com/article/The-PromisePeril-of/235679
http://grandchallenges.lib.purdue.edu/


 

 

 
Recreating Historical Environments: Virtual MLK and Paul’s Cross 
The Virtual MLK project is an effort to create a digital version of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s 
widely influential speech titled, “A Creative Protest.”7 Despite the historical and rhetorical 
significance of what is commonly known as the “Fill Up the Jails” speech, no recordings exist.  
Scholars from NCSU’s Communications Department have collaborated with the Libraries to 
create an immersive experience that places audiences/visitors into a multimedia representation 
of the White Rock Baptist Church as they listen to the speech from various positions around the 
sanctuary. A game engine-based, walk-in, collective experience of King's "Fill Up the Jails" 
speech complements the original multimedia project. The Virtual Paul’s Cross Project partners 
with the Libraries to provide the immersive visual and acoustic experience of hearing John 
Donne’s sermon on Gunpowder Day, November 5, 1622, in St. Paul’s Churchyard, the specific 
physical location for which it was composed.8   
 
Both projects have been exceptionally well received by fellow scholars and the general public.9  
Both projects have generated additional grant funding from the original seed funding and initial 
work.  Most relevant to this proposal, both projects illustrate the two elements of the Problem 
statement.  Each has been challenged by the lack of established workflows to ideate, produce, 
evaluate, and curate visually immersive projects.  As a result, they have required extensive 
additional staffing resources from the project participants and the library.  Both projects had to 
overcome significant barriers to move from incubation to production, barriers that few scholars 
are able to overcome.  The lack of established best practices at scale in overcoming these 
barriers limits the number of promising concepts that can be brought to fruition:  the inherent 
disincentives for scholars are daunting, and the number of initiatives that a library can support at 
that depth is very limited.   
 
Secondly, both projects, despite being well received, are limited in their distribution and impact.  
Current web surrogates are a poor substitute for the immersive scholarly products created by 
the researchers.  Neither project can be effectively shared with and used by scholars or 
students in other large-scale visualization environments.  A scalable technical ecosystem of 
visually immersive scholarship support and a network of scholars and organizations with shared 
experiences, technical solutions, publication practices, guidelines, and evaluative standards 
would significantly expand dissemination for both efforts. If they could be created more 
efficiently, more innovative digital scholarship projects would be created, and their distribution 
and impact would be significantly increased.  The National Endowment for Humanities (NEH), 
for example, has funded portions of both NCSU projects, but it expressed significant 
reservations about the apparent inability to distribute and share them outside of their particular, 
local, immersive spaces.   In short, this kind of immersive digital scholarship could and should 

                                                 
7 https://vmlk.chass.ncsu.edu/.  
8 https://vpcp.chass.ncsu.edu/installation/.  
9 https://vmlk.chass.ncsu.edu/news/ and https://vpcp.chass.ncsu.edu/outcomes/.   

https://vmlk.chass.ncsu.edu/
https://vpcp.chass.ncsu.edu/installation/
https://vmlk.chass.ncsu.edu/news/
https://vpcp.chass.ncsu.edu/outcomes/


 

 

be shared with students and faculty via a growing number of libraries across North America, if 
the challenges highlighted in this proposal are addressed.   

 
Listen to Wikipedia 
The Listen to Wikipedia project installation in the Hunt Library10 shows how some of the 
challenges described in our Problem Statement can be effectively overcome by using open, 
interoperable web technologies. The NCSU Libraries successfully adapted the original, D3-
based source code for our iPearl Immersion Theater. Not having to build the app from scratch 
meant that we could focus on the details of style and interactivity that brought the app to life in 
one of our most prominent visualization environments.  
 
The original Listen to Wikipedia website was built by Wikimedia lawyer Stephen LaPorte and 
PayPal engineer Mahmoud Hashemi.11 Listen to Wikipedia is a visualization and sonification of 
the real-time stream of Wikipedia edits. Edits are encoded as circles that pop onto the screen 
along with the title of the edited article. The size of the circle is determined by the size of the 
change to an entry. The pitch also changes according to the size of the edit, with larger edits 
generating deeper notes. Each language has its own stream of edits and can be toggled on and 
off through control with a mobile device. This interactive functionality was added by NCSU 
Libraries staff, allowing users to immediately perceive the varying activity levels of some 20 
languages. 
 
Listen to Wikipedia is a positive illustration of our Problem Statement in that it is one of the few 
video wall installations that has shown that open, interoperable technologies can create 
interactive visualizations in multiple spaces. The project was exhibited at a generative art show 
at Philadelphia’s Little Berlin Gallery,12 demonstrating the potential for sharing generative 
content that uses readily available, open technologies. Despite the open data and readily 
adoptable open technology utilized, however, the lack of community and standards for sharing 
content projects has limited its distribution to only two installations.  
 
David Silver, Visiting Scholar 
Below we propose a scholarly residency series as a method to address the Problem Statement. 
The residency component of this project is heavily influenced by our experience hosting Dr. 
David Silver from the University of San Francisco through an in-residence scholar program over 
two summers. Silver’s work with the Libraries shows that residencies can generate powerful 
acts of scholarly communication. The work resulted in reusable workflows and staffing 
requirements for residency support. Additionally, it informed the selection criteria for the 
residency program described below. 
 

                                                 
10 http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/post/websockets-for-real-time-and-interactive-interfaces-2.  
11 http://listen.hatnote.com/.  
12 http://technical.ly/philly/2014/10/03/new-exhibition-asserts-programming-artists/.  

http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/post/websockets-for-real-time-and-interactive-interfaces-2
http://listen.hatnote.com/
http://technical.ly/philly/2014/10/03/new-exhibition-asserts-programming-artists/


 

 

Combining “happenings” with lectures, NCSU Libraries Visiting Scholar David Silver used the 
visualization spaces in the Hunt Library to tell one of the most fascinating stories in the history of 
higher education and American art. Through the lens of its working farm, Silver chronicled the 
rise and fall of Black Mountain College in western North Carolina by using the Hunt Library's 
diverse spaces as a scholarly communication platform that perfectly fit his subject. The story 
took the form of two engaging presentations that described—and embodied—the innovative 
practices at Black Mountain. Silver talked in front of multimedia content on screens, and then 
walked the audience to the next display space, allowing for conversations to happen en route. 
According to Silver, “it was fundamentally different and completely unique.”13  
 
Code+Art 
The Code+Art program at the NCSU Libraries was launched in 2014 to promote student and 
faculty engagement with creative coding through workshops, meetups, speaking events, and a 
student visualization contest. Code+Art brings together creative and computational thinking in a 
library’s physical spaces and would provide the lens that focuses the NCSU Libraries’ residency 
program for this grant.  
 
Focusing on the computational form of art known as “generative art14,” this program offers a 
path to link disparate fields through software-driven visualization projects. The Code+Art 
Student Visualization Contest15 was sponsored with two $5,000 gifts by Christie Digital Systems 
during the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 academic years. Although we encouraged generative art 
entries, we also accepted entries from students in the areas of digital art, animation, and artistic 
data visualizations. We were primarily looking for ever-evolving animated visualizations so that 
visitors who frequent the library, often staying for long periods of time, could look at a single 
piece multiple times without ever seeing the exact same thing twice. While this kind of art has 
been around in some form for more than 50 years, large-scale visualization walls like ours are 
creating a new market for it, and our students appreciated the opportunity to add this kind of 
work to their portfolios. 
 
More than 60 students participated in the visualization contest over the two years, resulting in 
27 finished pieces. Approximately 100 people attended each of the Code+Art Award 
Ceremonies and participated in the interactive debut of the students’ work. Winning entries and 
                                                 
13 http://go.ncsu.edu/bmc 
14 Our working definition of generative art is “art created with software (algorithms) that changes over 
time.” Some of the first computer artworks were the mechanically drawn algorithm graphics associated 
with Michael Noll or the Stuttgart School. A surge in the capabilities of web-based or open source 
visualization technologies has ushered in a new data-driven era of this art form. Generative art is now 
generally thought of as a subset of creative coding. Generative Design: Visualize, Program, and Create 
with Processing is a lavish and instructional edition from Princeton Architectural Press that describes 
modern practices. Our Listen to Wikipedia installation, described above, is an example of data-driven 
generative art. Co-PI Markus Wust created a generative art piece for our Commons Wall that uses our 
bookBot’s movements to compose free-verse poetry.  
 
15 http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/stories/codeart-different-kind-data-experience.  

http://go.ncsu.edu/bmc
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/stories/codeart-different-kind-data-experience


 

 

other submissions are still displayed in the James B. Hunt Jr. Library. The second-place team in 
2015 built a visualizer for the online stream of our college radio station WKNC, a project that 
was later profiled in the college radio publication CMJ. Cameren Dolocheck, the project 
manager, said “It was really a dream come true getting to develop a visualization for a screen in 
Hunt Library. It is something I've wanted to do since the library opened. It also proved that this 
sort of coding work is what I would like to pursue after graduation.”16 The Code+Art program 
continues to seek both student and faculty-created digital art and visualizations for display in the 
Hunt Library.  
 
While the Code+Art program has been successful, it has exposed some of the technical and 
resource barriers that this project seeks to address. Working with student creators revealed 
challenges around curating large-scale digital art, debugging and maintaining applications, 
communicating across aesthetic and technical lines, and providing adequate staffing support.  
More robust templates and utilities to facilitate use of the display walls would have both 
expanded the pool of potential participants while reducing the resources required to develop 
projects for both users and the Libraries. Finally, extensible infrastructure and a network of 
institutions with such environments would provide the potential to disseminate the best projects 
to other institutions and users. 
 
2.2 Lessons from our Professional Network 
 
Institutions such as NCSU, Indiana, Georgia State, Calgary, Brown, Illinois, and Duke already 
provide immersive visualization environments,17 and numerous presentations at recent 
Designing Libraries, Coalition for Networked Information (CNI), and other conferences 
demonstrate that many new library buildings are including visualization environments.18 
Publications by organizations such as the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and the 
CNI19 show that such spaces are met with considerable interest in the library community.  
 
One of the most important existing efforts to support a network of library professionals 
interested in addressing these issues has been the Liberact conference. The first Liberact 
Workshop was held from February 28 to March 1, 2013 at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced 
Study at Harvard University. The workshop aimed to bring librarians and developers together to 
                                                 
16 From contest evaluation feedback. 
17 Web sites for library-based visualization spaces are illustrative - 
https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/visualization/data-visualization/visualizationspaces, http://sites.gsu.edu/curve/, 
http://library.brown.edu/dsl/, https://rt.uits.iu.edu/visualization/avl/systems/iq-wall.php, 
http://search.grainger.illinois.edu/idea_lab/space.asp, and http://library.duke.edu/edge/.  
18 http://designinglibraries.ucalgary.ca/?q=program.  
19 ARL’s Digital Scholarship Support in ARL Member Libraries: An Overview (http://www.arl.org/focus-
areas/scholarly-communication/digital-scholarship-support/3978-digital-scholarship-support-in-arl-
member-libraries-an-overview) along with their member individual member profiles 
(http://www.arl.org/focus-areas/scholarly-communication/digital-scholarship-support) provides the best 
overview of the emerging landscape.  CNI’s report on Planning a Digital Scholarship Center 2016 is the 
best single paper documenting the trend in library-centered visualization environments.    

https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/visualization/data-visualization/visualizationspaces
http://sites.gsu.edu/curve/
http://library.brown.edu/dsl/
https://rt.uits.iu.edu/visualization/avl/systems/iq-wall.php
http://search.grainger.illinois.edu/idea_lab/space.asp
http://library.duke.edu/edge/
http://designinglibraries.ucalgary.ca/?q=program
http://www.arl.org/focus-areas/scholarly-communication/digital-scholarship-support/3978-digital-scholarship-support-in-arl-member-libraries-an-overview
http://www.arl.org/focus-areas/scholarly-communication/digital-scholarship-support/3978-digital-scholarship-support-in-arl-member-libraries-an-overview
http://www.arl.org/focus-areas/scholarly-communication/digital-scholarship-support/3978-digital-scholarship-support-in-arl-member-libraries-an-overview
http://www.arl.org/focus-areas/scholarly-communication/digital-scholarship-support


 

 

discuss and brainstorm interactive, gesture-based systems for library settings. An array of 
gesture-based and visualization technologies was demonstrated on the first and second days, 
with brainstorming and discussion on the second day. Subsequent Liberact conferences have 
been hosted by the University of Calgary, NCSU, and, most recently, the Queensland University 
of Technology in Brisbane, Australia and have grown to incorporate large-scale visualization 
installations as well. Established library conferences have struggled to keep pace with these 
technologies or provide adequate venues for discussion of related challenges and opportunities. 
As such, Liberact has emerged as the de facto gathering for the small community of library staff 
who have sought to establish this professional network.  
 
This proposal seeks to make progress on several of the needs identified at Liberact III in 2015 
(hosted by the NCSU Libraries): challenges with cross-organization collaboration and the 
difficulty in moving from conversations to collaborations; translating grand challenges into library 
services; the asymmetry of resources and infrastructure across institutions; and the need for 
community-building. Without a central organizing body or sustainable funding source, however, 
the four Liberact conferences have been hosted in an ad hoc fashion, as each host institution 
has developed the meeting agenda and logistics according to its own ability. Despite the 
articulated desire to establish an online community of practice to sustain the ideas discussed at 
the Liberact meetings, no one has been able to make the focused effort to crystallize that 
community beyond the individual Liberact gatherings. 
 
2.3 Lessons from Literature Research 
 
The scholarly record clearly documents that large-scale visualization environments in library 
spaces provide opportunities to produce new modes of scholarship. However, while academic 
and industry research on the technical and human-computer interaction aspects of large-scale, 
high-definition visualization spaces has been going on for more than twenty years, the literature 
on the scholarly relevance of visualization environments in libraries and the projects in which 
they engage is still sparse. The NCSU Libraries has monitored this literature for five years, and 
a selection of relevant articles is listed in the open "Library Visualization Environments" Zotero 
Group20. 
 
Writing about the IQ-Wall system at Indiana University--which has perhaps the largest number 
of high-definition video walls of any academic institution in North America, including in the 
library--staff describe their experiences in developing hardware and software standards to 
facilitate the implementations of new walls, both locally and at other universities and research 
institutes,21 something that could make Indiana a strong partner in this project. Several elements 
of their report coincide with our own findings, such as their most commonly cited use cases: 

                                                 
20 https://www.zotero.org/groups/library_visualization_environments.  
21 Boyles, Michael et al. “IQ-Wall: An Open Standard for Tiled Video Walls That Balances Flexibility, 
Usability, Performance, and Cost.” (2016): n. pag. scholarworks.iu.edu. 

https://www.zotero.org/groups/library_visualization_environments


 

 

advanced scientific visualization, simultaneous multi-window viewing, creative display, 
presentation, and digital signage.  
 
Another strong proponent of library visualization spaces, the University of Calgary Library, in 
collaboration with the university's computer science department, published the results of a 
series of interviews with users of their visualization wall. The authors pointed out the value of 
the wall to researchers who had "either previously, as part of their own research, or during the 
study made discoveries with the LHRD [Large High-Resolution Display]. For several of these 
people the discoveries were publishable. They attributed these discoveries to their use of the 
LHRD because they had previously explored this same data on standard-sized screens in their 
regular office environments without this success."22 While, for these researchers, the value of 
working with such a high-resolution display wall became immediately apparent, several articles 
point out how difficult it is to quantify such value and the impact it has on research and teaching 
activities.23 24 25 
 
Many large  displays are located in public spaces where they are used for exhibits, 
announcements, or signage: "The value of these activities is difficult to quantify but has clear 
benefits and helps to increase the sense of community and association among university 
members."26 Also, as is the case for all new forms of scholarship, it takes time to establish not 
only these forms but also appropriate methods of evaluation. By helping a group of institutions 
to build a community of practice around large, high-definition visualization spaces, this project 
can contribute to increasing the acceptance of this kind of academic and creative work. As part 
of the project, we would begin to develop guidelines for assessing the use and impact of such 
spaces and the works created for them.  
 
Another problem stems from the fact that "[u]sing a large-format display effectively requires 
applications and workflows that consider how users will interact with the display and that play to 
the display’s strengths. It is not sufficient to simply move an application from a desktop display 
to a large-format display" (Moreland 93).27 Or, as Andrews et al. put it, "To take full advantage of 
[the benefits afforded by large, high-resolution displays], designers need to understand and 
embrace the fundamental differences between small and large displays, and the corresponding 
                                                 
22 Rajabiyazdi, Fateme et al. “Understanding Researchers’ Use of a Large, High-Resolution Display 
Across Disciplines.” Proceedings of the 2015 International Conference on Interactive Tabletops & 
Surfaces. 107–116. 
23 Taylor, Kate. “Programming Video Art for Urban Screens in Public Space.” Peer-reviewed journal on 
the internet. First Monday. N.p., 6 Feb. 2006. 
24 Careless, James. “Artful Video Wall Transforms University of Kentucky Health Care Center.” 
AVNetwork. N.p., 26 Nov. 2013. 
25 Boyles, Michael et al. “IQ-Wall: An Open Standard for Tiled Video Walls That Balances Flexibility, 
Usability, Performance, and Cost.” (2016): N. pag. scholarworks.iu.edu. 
26 Boyles, Michael et al. “IQ-Wall: An Open Standard for Tiled Video Walls That Balances Flexibility, 
Usability, Performance, and Cost.” (2016): n. pag. scholarworks.iu.edu. 
27 Moreland, Kenneth. "Redirecting Research in Large-Format Displays for Visualization." (2012) IEEE 
Symposium on Large Data Analysis and Visualization (LDAV). 91-95. 



 

 

design considerations" (342). Smaller institutions, in particular, may have difficulties training 
existing or hiring new staff to extend their skill pool; while this project would not solve the 
problem for them, it would enable us to start creating documentation, workflows, and templates, 
and to ease these institutions' way into working with high-resolution visualization spaces. 

3.0 “Visualizing Digital Scholarship” Project Description 
We propose a combination of workshops, mid-level project grants, and residency programs to 
foster a community of practice around visualization spaces and develop a social and technical 
framework to help guide scholars to share their dynamic content more broadly at academic 
libraries and institutions. The broad outline of activities entails: 1) Organizing a Call for 
Proposals (CFP) for four institutions to join an initial community of practice led by the NCSU 
Libraries; 2) Convening a workshop at the NCSU Libraries with the four selected institutions to 
determine a general framework (tools and techniques) to use; 3) Running a pilot residency 
program for scholars, artists, and content developers to create content and test the framework 
at the participating institutions; and 4) Reconvening a larger workshop at the conclusion of the 
residencies to assess the results of our work and share the resulting best practices with a larger 
community of library staff and scholars. 
 
3.1 Pre-Grant Site Visit Tour 
 
On June 7, 2016, proposed co-PI Mike Nutt was honored with the NCSU Friends of the Library 
Staff Award for Advancement. The award is given to staff who have demonstrated the criteria of 
going above and beyond to help build relationships and partnerships that help to further the 
Libraries' advancement goals. Awardees receive a prize of $1,000 to be used for professional 
development or a project of their choice. Mike is planning to use his award in February 2017 for 
a site visit tour of the east coast, meeting with experts at other libraries, museums, and 
organizations who are pushing the boundaries of digital environments and virtual reality. This 
tour would serve as a useful first step in the context of this project proposal to survey the 
landscape of opportunities before the funded work begins.  
 
During the tour, Mike would see examples of scholarship from large-scale visual environments, 
engage potential participants in the grant project while advancing efforts to build a community of 
practice, and explore the depth and various facets of the Problem Statement. Mike would be 
able to discuss our perceived problems to either validate their assumptions or to better prepare 
the language for the CFP and agenda for the initial workshop. Mike will prepare a formal 
visualization technologies gap analysis as the product of his visits, and this document would 
serve as a useful initial document for the "Visualizing Digital Scholarship" website. 
 
The list of potential site visits includes: 
 

●   Washington, D.C.   



 

 

○ Newseum 
○ Smithsonian National Museum of African American History & Culture 
○ Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian 
○ Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, National Gallery of Art 

 
●   New York 

○ New York University Tisch School of the Arts, New York City 
○ International Center of Photography, New York City 
○ Skidmore College John B. Moore Documentary Studies Collaborative and Tang 

Museum, Saratoga Springs 
○ The Void’s Ghostbusters:Dimension VR theme park, Madame Tussauds, New 

York City 
●   Others 

○ MIT Media Lab, Boston, MA 
○ UMW Media Wall, Hurley Convergence Center at the University of Mary 

Washington, Fredericksburg, VA. 
○ Balaur Display Wall, Brody Learning Commons, Johns Hopkins University, 

Baltimore, MD. 
 
3.2 Competitive Block Grants for Workshop and Project Participation 
 
At the beginning of the grant period in April 2017, the NCSU Libraries would issue a CFP from 
other library systems that have large-scale visualization installations. The CFP would ask for a 
statement of work that describes the contributions that each library system would make toward 
the goals of creating open source scholarly content for visualization environments, developing 
software templates for large-scale visualization, and/or working with technologists on the 
creation of systems for dissemination and sharing of content. Applicants would also be asked to 
provide a budget and budget justification.  
 
Four institutions would be selected to form the initial cohort that would participate in the funded 
project. A jury that includes project librarians, two faculty members from NCSU with experience 
in digital humanities and/or large-scale visualization projects, and representative(s) chosen by 
the Mellon Foundation would select the institutions to participate in “Visualizing Digital 
Scholarship.” Participants would be selected based on the ability of their proposal to 
successfully address one or both of the identified problems, the creativity of the proposed 
activities, relevant demonstrated experience partnering with scholars or students on large-scale 
visualization projects, whether the proposal is extensible, whether the project work improves or 
expands access to large-scale visual environments for users, and the participant’s ability to 
expand content development and sharing among the network of institutions with large-scale 
visual environments. 
 
 



 

 

Activities that could be funded through block grants include: 
● Commissioning work by a visualization expert 
● Hosting a visiting scholar, artist, or technologist residency  
● Software development or adaptation 
● Development of templates and methodologies for sharing and scaling content utilizing 

open source software 
● Student or staff labor for content or software development or adaptation 
● Curricula and reusable learning objects for digital humanities and visualization courses 

 
Funding for operational expenditures such as equipment would not be allowed for any grant 
participant.  
 
3.3 Initial Meeting and Priority-Setting Workshop 
 
An initial face-to-face workshop would help identify and surface issues common to participants 
across spaces. This workshop would be conducted over two days and held in August 2017 at 
the Hunt Library at NCSU. It would frame the three-year collaboration between the five 
participating institutions. This meeting would allow us to discuss and refine those institutions’ 
respective goals, the methods for continued collaboration over the period of the grant, and the 
initial methodologies to explore for sharing the products of our work. At the culminating meeting 
for the project in fall 2019, we would share the results with the larger community of academics 
and invite them to assess and respond to our progress and plan for next steps. 
 
One objective of the workshop would be to solidify an inter-institutional online community of 
practice (a website with discussion mechanisms), allowing the individual libraries to leverage a 
network of support and articulate best practices for the acquisition, dissemination, and creation 
of content for visualization spaces in coordination with invited residents. The second objective 
would be to discuss the two problem statements in depth and explore additional ideas to 
address them. For example, this could include diving into the types of technical solutions that 
would facilitate scholars using large-scale visual environments while also enabling them to 
share their work. 
 
Discussion topics would include: 

● Articulation of institutional goals 
● Working across technical infrastructure components 
● Use of the project website 
● Forms of validation and peer review for these new forms of scholarship 
● Workflows for residencies 
● Best practices for universal design and accessibility 
● Technical and scholarly requirements for dissemination and preservation of content 
● Potential outcomes assessment methods and metrics 

 



 

 

The delegates would represent a variety of roles, including faculty members, technical staff, 
subject specialists, and program planners, in order to fully represent the range of stakeholders 
required to make technology-rich visual environments a success.  
 
3.4 Project Website and Community Building 
 
Upon project launch in April 2017, we would acquire a domain name and build a basic website; 
as part of the initial workshop, we would then request feedback on the site, and, where 
appropriate, add new content or features. Along with a social media presence, the site would 
serve as both the lightweight collaboration tool and public face of this project and ensure that 
participating libraries have a common platform through which to discuss their work. In the spirit 
of creating a more open ecosystem of practitioners and scholars, the ongoing work of the 
project would be documented on this site to encourage other interested parties to participate in 
the process—the goal of the grant is, after all, to develop a community that extends well beyond 
the five participating libraries, and this website would be an opportunity to consolidate buy-in for 
the project goals through blog posts and comments. 
 
Components of our online community would include: 

● “Visualizing Digital Scholarship” project description 
● Profiles of participating institutions’ installations 
● Project roadmap, formal reports, best practice guidelines, and other documents  
● Informal and ongoing progress reports in the form of a blog 
● Catalog of content projects related to the grant 
● Discussion forum to build a knowledge base 
● Social media presence 

 
While existing professional library associations have been slow to offer adequate platforms for 
discussion around emerging visualization technologies, there are elements that the project 
could leverage to produce a focused, productive community around large-scale visual 
environments. The American Library Association (ALA), the oldest and largest library 
association in the world, has no electronic discussion lists devoted to large-scale or immersive 
visualization. The Library and Information Technology Association (LITA), a division of the ALA, 
is focused on the technical deployment and support of technology, and so does not offer a 
venue for programmatic stakeholders or scholars to participate in conversations about emerging 
technologies. There are, however, emerging elements of community in the digital humanities 
and in digital scholarship more broadly that signal the potential to build a strong community of 
scholars and network of scholarship. The Association of College and Research Libraries 
(ACRL) Digital Scholarship Centers Interest Group provides opportunities for parties interested 
in building more community around visualization technologies within ALA/ACRL. Several 
webcasts and conferences from professional associations on topics related to data visualization 



 

 

provide another signal that the foundation for building a strong community of scholars and 
practitioners exists.28 
 
We propose that a Twitter account and Slack team be created as the social media components 
of our online community. Twitter29 is an asynchronous messaging platform with an active 
community of academics, librarians, and creators that is also engaged with society at large. 
Posts to Twitter would allow project updates from our public blog to matriculate through 
unexpected professional networks, making it more likely that our community of practice is 
adopted beyond the funded participants. Slack30 is a real-time communication platform that 
would allow the funded institutions to collaborate fluidly about project- or technology-specific 
issues that are not relevant for the broader audiences of Twitter or the blog. Both services are 
available for free. 
 
The NCSU Libraries has produced strong social media efforts in the last five years, with multiple 
award- winning projects related to the opening of the Hunt Library and the archiving of social 
media. Proposed co-PI Mike Nutt was the architect of the social media publicity strategy for the 
opening of the Hunt Library in 2012 and 2013 and the primary voice of the NCSU Libraries’ 
social media accounts during that time. Mike would manage and sustain the Twitter profile and 
Slack channel for the duration of the grant. 
  
3.5 Scholars, Artists, and Technologists in Residence 
 
This project’s goal to develop new scholarly content for large-scale visualization spaces would 
be achieved, in part, through three residencies for invited scholars, artists, and/or technologists 
at the NCSU Libraries in 2018 and 2019. We propose to integrate these residents into the 
existing Code+Art program, building on the experience of our previous work with digital 
generative art. This approach offers a branded strategy to develop libraries as sites for 
interdisciplinary collaboration around data, aesthetics, and visualization.  
 
Scholar-in-residence collaborations would address our Problem Statement in a number of 
concrete ways: 
 

● The content produced at the NCSU Libraries would be designed from the beginning to 
be open source. It would be shared among the participating institutions, allowing libraries 
to acquire high-quality, relatively low-cost content for visual environments. While content 

                                                 
28 See, for example, the Research Data Alliance Conference (https://www.rd-alliance.org/), Collections as 
Data Symposium (http://digitalpreservation.gov/meetings/dcs16.html), ADHO (Alliance of Digital 
Humanities Organizations) Conference (http://dh2016.adho.org/), IEEE (Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers) VIS (http://ieeevis.org/), Workshop on Visualization for the Digital Humanities 
(http://vis4dh.com/), and Library Journal’s Libraries & the Changing Scholarly Environment series 
(http://lj.libraryjournal.com/2016/01/webcasts/data-visualization/#_).  
29 https://twitter.com/ 
30 https://slack.com/ 
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would undoubtedly need to be adapted for particular display configurations, the 
residents’ proposals would be selected in part for their adaptability to other locations. 

● Content would be archived according to preservation frameworks that would be 
articulated in collaboration with the other institutions at our initial workshop. 

● The resulting content can be subjected to various scholarly communication workflows to 
see what avenues might be most promising for a more robust scholarly treatment of 
visually immersive research. An objective of the residencies would be to generate 
scholarly output that is citable and impactful. After completion of the residents’ work, we 
would continue to work with our local faculty partners to submit various types of scholarly 
communication to peer-reviewed outlets.   

 
The model for these residencies would be the David Silver collaborations mentioned in Section 
2.1. We developed a residency planning checklist while working with Silver that would be 
adapted and distributed on the project website for the other participating institutions to use (see 
Appendix 11.4). As with Silver’s visits, residents during this project would have access to expert 
staff from the Libraries, including grant project staff, to collaborate on their immersive digital 
scholarship projects. They would also have access to the full technology suite of the Hunt 
Library and student programmers to assist with content and tool development as needed. We 
envision four- to six-week residencies that occur during the semester, but we plan to retain 
some flexibility to accommodate the availability of scholars submitting the strongest proposals. 
 
Scholars in residence would be selected through a competitive application process that 
emphasizes the creativity and merit of their visual digital scholarship project and their ability to 
collaborate with librarians to implement their envisioned work. A jury that includes project 
librarians, a librarian and scholar from at least two of the other participating institutions, and two 
faculty members from NCSU with experience in digital humanities and/or large-scale 
visualization projects would select the residents. Specific criteria for selection of residents would 
include whether the proposal is extensible, desirable, and feasible for multiple campuses; 
proficiency in web or creative coding software; good communication skills; the creativity of the 
proposal; and the value of the proposed outcomes to digital scholarship. 
 
There are at least two existing communities of visualization and data art experts to which we 
could reach out for residents. The Eyeo Festival is a six-year-old assembly that offers 
participants opportunities to interrogate and celebrate the overlap between art, interaction, and 
information. Eyeo brings together some of the most intriguing and exciting scholars, creative 
coders, designers, and artists in the world to “converge to inspire.”31 In 2015, Eyeo co-founder 
and data artist Jer Thorp wrote a blog post titled “An Artist in Every Library” in which he called 
for every library, archive, and museum to have an artist-in-residence program. Like Thorp, the 
entire Eyeo network is sympathetic to the idea of pushing the boundaries of humanistic inquiry 
through visualization, and it would be an excellent place to advertise the availability of our 

                                                 
31 http://eyeofestival.com/about.  
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residencies. OpenVis Conf32 is another venue that advances visualization expertise, but that 
focuses on open technologies—a cornerstone of this grant. At OpenVis Conf, it is not simply the 
technologies that are open. The conference also focuses on open workflows and knowledge 
sharing, making all of its presentations available online. Canvases such as our large-scale 
displays would likely be embraced by potential residents for the design challenges and 
opportunities they represent for web-based visualization.  
 
After each residency, the resulting applications would be packaged and contributed to an open 
source repository (described in Section 3.7) so that others may download them for the 
deployment of content at new locations. 
 
3.6 Culminating Workshop 
 
Building on the grassroots success of the Liberact conference series33, we propose hosting the 
fall 2019 Liberact meeting at the NCSU Libraries as the culminating gathering for the funded 
libraries—along with other institutions in the larger library and museum community—as a way to 
share our results, discuss the implications of our work in the context of others’ efforts, and 
further establish the nascent community of immersive visualization practitioners. Liberact 
meetings have often surfaced the issues that this project seeks to address. As such, a Liberact 
workshop is the ideal way to conclude the activities of this proposal and transition into a new 
phase of scholarly communication production and support, both for this grant’s participating 
institutions and other Liberact attendees. 
 
The scope of Liberact VII in 2019 would be broad enough to serve as the culminating gathering 
of the participants of this grant project as well as a fruitful meeting of the larger community of 
librarians, technologists, and scholars. This proposal would pair the culminating workshop with 
Liberact, not fund the entirety of Liberact itself. Rather, the grant workshop would benefit from 
the additional participants that are typically drawn to Liberact.  In addition to the curated 
demonstrations and presentations that typically comprise a Liberact agenda, topics for grant-
related workshop sessions would include the following: 

● Discussion and assessment of project results 
● Demonstration of participating institutions’ completed visual works 
● Next steps for growing and sustaining the community of practice 
● Establishing partnerships with local galleries and museums 
● Opportunities for leveraging developed infrastructure to facilitate peer review and 

scholarly publication of large-scale, immersive, and interactive visual works 
● Preparing work for scholarly conferences and festivals like SIGGRAPH, IEEE VIS, Ars 

Electronica, and the Alliance of Digital Humanities Organizations conference 
 

                                                 
32 https://openvisconf.com/.  
33 http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/liberact.  
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The NCSU Libraries would leverage its connections with researchers in the open visualization, 
open research, and open development communities34 to expand the scope and impact of the 
workshop and the efforts of the grant.  These additional workshop participants would bring 
perspectives and tools from important emerging technology and publishing environments, with 
minimal additional costs. 
 
Although some attendees’ travel would be self-funded, this proposal includes funds to subsidize 
travel for the project’s participating institutions as well as additional stipends to ensure diverse 
and robust attendance. 
 
Planning for Liberact VII would build on our documentation for Liberact III. Significant planning 
activities would include the following: 

● Selecting the dates 
● Curating the list of invitees 
● Creating an event web page and registration form 
● Agenda planning 
● Writing the call for proposals 
● Evaluating and selecting presentation proposals 
● Coordinating project demonstrations 
● Hotel and transportation logistics 
● Technical and A/V logistics for speakers 
● Developing catering menus 

 
3.7 Technical Infrastructure 
 
From the technical perspective, many pieces are in place to support the activities described in 
this proposal. The focus of this project is not on building new tools. Instead, we hope to leverage 
existing efforts to the greatest extent possible so that the participants can focus on creating 
positive and meaningful experiences and outcomes for scholars, content creators, and 
librarians. Open source technology is at the heart of this proposal, as open source technologies 
represent the best opportunity to create an interoperable suite of applications and workflows 
that can be shared between institutions with disparate technology configurations and low upfront 
costs.  
 
Four areas of this project require technical solutions: the project website, content created by 
residents, the packing of content for distribution, and the project repository. This section 
describes the proposed approach to articulating platform requirements and investigating 
specifications of potential solutions. The website is described in Section 3.4 as a component of 
the community building effort. The schedule for technical implementation is outlined along with 
other project activities in the timeline in Section 3.9.  
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Content Production 
A suite of technologies for creating large-scale, open scholarly content already exists and may 
represent the best supported and understood technical area of this project. We can help ensure 
maximum reproducibility by requiring our visiting technologists to use web-based or open 
source creative coding programming languages. We are confident in the web because of our 
prior experience in the problem areas, and we do not believe that a thorough investigation of 
content production software alternatives is necessary. 
 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript provide the content, display, and interactivity components of the 
modern web. Web-based content would be the preferred avenue for working with residents, due 
to its ability to be designed responsively on a wide variety of technology and due to the 
prevalence of web expertise in libraries. Along with specialized JavaScript libraries like D3 for 
visualization, protocols like WebSockets that allow user interaction between screens, and 
content platforms like Omeka that allow for scholarly curation and exhibition, the web provides 
possibilities for rich, innovative, and immersive humanities content. Nonprofit and corporate 
commitments to WebVR35 serve as evidence that web technologies are also extensible to virtual 
environments, further increasing the potential for portability of large-scale web content. 
 
The growing popularity of responsive web design techniques has helped developers and 
designers meet the challenge of building applications that work well on a wide range of device 
screen sizes, and we have successfully used responsive design principles for our large displays 
at the Hunt Library.36 Responsive web design generally means using a combination of CSS3 
media queries, fluid grids, and flexible images to progressively enhance a single web design for 
optimal display and use on a wide range of screen sizes and devices. Most of the discussion of 
responsive design centers on building for devices ranging from phone-sized to desktop-sized 
displays. However, there is no technical reason why responsive design cannot work for even 
wider ranges of display sizes beyond the performance capabilities of the display system. 
 
Academic libraries almost certainly already have websites (that are often very large and 
complex). It is therefore more likely that libraries will already employ web developers and server 
administrators who can help with content deployment to large screens. Expertise in specialized 
platforms (e.g., Oculus Rift or Microsoft Kinect SDKs) is less likely to be found.  
 
In addition to web technologies, there are open source languages and hardware platforms like 
Processing, Cinder, and Arduino that have strong community support and adoption among 
creative coders. This grant could support residents who wish to work with such languages, as 
the design, packaging, distribution, and curation solutions for those programs would resemble 
those for web projects. However, the scholarly value of projects proposed in those languages 

                                                 
35 https://www.w3.org/2016/06/vr-workshop/.  
36 http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/post/my-huntlibrary-using-instagram-to-crowdsource-the-story-of-a-new-
library.  
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would need to be quite high since, again, existing expertise in libraries is less likely to be 
present for languages that are not used in enterprise-level systems. 
 
Content Packaging for Distribution and Preservation 
During the residencies, participants would be focused on scholarship and application 
development. Once the content is stable, we would turn our attention to ensuring that the 
applications are well documented and technically packaged in a way that allows for distribution 
to other locations and long-term storage in a scholarly repository. 
 
The goal is to create content elements that can be replicated at other institutions without the 
need for extensive development. Adoption and deployment of work completed by residents 
would be limited to the display issues that are particular to each institution. While that work 
would not be trivial, the institutional cohort for this project would be selected in part based on 
their ability to perform the work of porting these scholarly applications into their existing 
infrastructure. If a particular piece is based on a data source that we or one of the other 
participating libraries own, an activity could be to make that data available through an API to 
encourage other institutions that did not participate in the grant to experiment and create their 
own visualizations. The project discussion mechanisms (website and social media) would 
provide a way for people to share knowledge about and propose technical solutions for the 
deployment of content at varied locations. 
 
In terms of documentation, we would encourage our residents to write their code using 
principles of literate computing, where “instead of imagining that our main task is to instruct a 
computer what to do [we] concentrate rather on explaining to human beings what we want a 
computer to do.”37 In literate programming, explanations of application logic are “interspersed 
with snippets of macros and traditional source code, from which a compilable source code can 
be generated.”38 Using this method, the software applications would resemble recipes or 
templates that others can follow or adapt. A verbose “readme” file should help in the 
reproducibility of the project’s content, as instructions for deployment would be baked into the 
code that is distributed.  
 
Packaging of the codebase itself could take several forms, discussion of which would be a topic 
at our initial workshop. Options fall along a continuum of complexity from zipping tarballs of 
source code on one side to building complete virtual computing environments on the other. A 
common approach would be chosen during the first year of the project. 
 
The NCSU Libraries has successfully used GitHub as the platform for sharing open, code-based 
content products for large-scale environments.39 This web-based version control system has 

                                                 
37 Knuth, D. E. (1984). Literate Programming. The Computer Journal, 27(2), 97–111. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/comjnl/27.2.97.  
38 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literate_programming.  
39 https://github.com/NCSU-Libraries/listen-to-wikipedia.  
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many positive features including widespread adoption, social components to support 
development, and powerful GUI-based desktop clients. Our previous work with GitHub indicates 
that it may be an attractive option for packaging our code for distribution, but the grant cohort 
would need to determine whether there are any disqualifying limitations of the platform. GitHub 
was not designed to store large binary files, for instance. 
 
One approach for content distribution may be to use open source virtual environment tools like 
Vagrant or Docker. These technologies can be used to create containers for applications and 
development environments that can be configured independently of the institutions’ specific 
technology stacks. Docker containers “wrap a piece of software in a complete filesystem that 
contains everything needed to run: code, runtime, system tools, system libraries – anything that 
can be installed on a server.”40 Vagrant allows users to “create and configure lightweight, 
reproducible, and portable development environments.”41 Because such virtual solutions allow 
for environments that contain all the dependent components, they could allow complex software 
to be more easily deployed across multiple installations. Whether or not virtual containerization 
is necessary or desirable would be a topic of discussion at the first project workshop.  
 
Repository 
Our preference would be to use an existing repository rather than to create a new collection, but 
this would be a topic at the initial workshop described in Section 3.3. Where possible, we would 
like to build on the efforts of others to take advantage of existing communities and workflows, 
but requirements for our content collection and specific platforms to investigate must be 
articulated by the “Visualizing Digital Scholarship” cohort and validated by others who would 
participate in our online community. The repository selection process would conclude in the first 
year of the project to prepare for ingesting the content from the first residencies. 
 
It is fortuitous and timely that the office of scholarly communication at the Modern Language 
Association has launched an open beta phase for the Humanities Commons network with 
Mellon support.42 The CORE repository component of the Humanities Commons platform would 
certainly be on the short list of repositories to investigate, and the additional social features of 
the website are in line with what we envision for our community of practice. The open Zenodo 
Communities platform43 is another option the project would explore.  
 
If after an environmental scan no repository seems to meet all the requirements, the most 
promising platform would be selected. Although options exist for the creation of these kinds of 
repositories from scratch (e.g., Commons-In-A-Box, Hydra, DSpace), the scope of this grant 
does not allow for such an endeavor. Existing options are plentiful enough that a strong case 
must be made through a trial run for rejecting all other options before committing to building a 

                                                 
40 https://www.docker.com/what-docker.  
41 https://www.vagrantup.com/.  
42 https://mellon.org/grants/grants-database/grants/modern-language-association-of-america/21500710.  
43 https://zenodo.org/communities.  
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repository to support our particular use cases. Building a new repository for immersive visual 
content would need to be the focus of a separately funded effort. 
 
3.8 Assessment and Progress Reporting 
 
The project design reflects an integrated approach to assessment and evaluation. Each phase 
of work iterates between the task, developing and testing prototypes, prototyping proofs of 
concept, soliciting feedback from outside parties to confirm the integrity of the prototypes 
against stated project goals, and revising the models. The project website would be employed to 
solicit feedback and guidance from team members’ professional networks and other interested 
institutions on all project products before they are widely disseminated or hardened. The 
website would provide an ongoing way to describe our activities and add accountability that 
project goals are being met throughout the period of the grant. Regular blog posts from 
institutional contributors would not only keep the site and the community vibrant, they would 
provide a means to quickly and informally assess efforts and pivot toward more successful 
methods if needed. 
 
This integrated approach would be punctuated by formal reports. Responsibility for regular 
reports would lie with co-PIs Greg Raschke, Mike Nutt, and Markus Wust. We propose four 
reports: 

1. a project roadmap to be delivered after the conclusion of the initial workshop in 2017; 
2. a progress report at the conclusion of the first year of activities in 2018; 
3. a progress report at the conclusion of the second year of activities in 2019, including 

findings from a faculty survey and resulting actions; and  
4. a comprehensive report and evaluation at the conclusion of grant activities in 2020, 

outlining best practices for creating and curating large-scale scholarly content, and 
including at least an initial set of outcomes assessment metrics, methods, and 
examples. 

 
As we seek to engage local faculty in these activities, we would also ask our network of faculty 
at NCSU to participate in a survey to review our progress in the summer of 2018. This would 
give us time to make any necessary course corrections if areas for improvement are identified. 
Participating institutions would be required to similarly survey their own faculty and relay the 
results back to the cohort. 
 
Specific deliverables for the final project assessment would include adherence to the timeline 
and deliverables as well as performance review of project staff (through their supervisors). The 
performance criteria defined by the project include: quality and quantity of work, effective 
collaboration and teamwork, creative contributions to the project, and adherence to the budget.  
 
 
 



 

 

3.9 Project Timeline 
 
Grant period: 36 months 
 
2017 

● May 
● Project launch 
● Establish domain name and initial project website 
● Call for proposals posted on website 

● July - Block grants awarded 
● September 

● Initial workshop 
● Full project website launched with social components 
● Roadmap published to project website 

● Fall 
● Decide on code packaging strategy 
● Initial environmental scan for repositories 
● Planning for residencies and block grant recipients (please see appendices,  

Section 11.4 for a resident planning checklist)   
2018 

● Spring  
● NCSU residency #1 and block grant implementations 
● Begin evaluation of repositories 

● Summer 
● Selection of project repository 
● Packaging and ingest of first content efforts 
● First progress report 
● Evaluative survey of participating faculty 
● Planning for NCSU residency #2  

● Fall 
● NCSU residency #2 
● Block grant activities 
● Planning for NCSU residency #3 

2019 
● Spring 

● NCSU residency #3 
● Conclusion of block grant activities and packaging of resulting content 
● Liberact planning 

● Summer 
● Distribution and coordination of second and third NCSU residency efforts 
● Liberact planning 
● Second progress report 



 

 

● Fall 
● Initial project assessment 
● Preparation for Liberact 
● Liberact at NCSU 

2020 
● Spring (completed by April 30, 2020) 

● Repository content ingestion 
● Evaluation of future community website activities 
● Final report  

3.10 Project Personnel 
 
Mike Nutt: As the Director of Visualization Services, Nutt plays a leading role in the NCSU 
Libraries' offerings of advanced visualization spaces, services, and technologies that support 
university research and teaching in all disciplines. Nutt represents the Libraries in the 
visualization community and provides leadership in developing and advancing visualization 
services in concert with researcher needs and in collaboration with both university partners and 
library colleagues. Nutt also serves as editor-in-chief of the Libraries’ display wall content 
program and has been the consultant and project manager for a wide range of visualization 
projects. 
 
Markus Wust: Wust is the NCSU Libraries' Digital Research and Scholarship Librarian. In this 
role, he consults with faculty and students from a range of disciplines on the use of information 
technology in their research and teaching. A special focus is on the Digital Humanities, where 
he has taught a range of workshops and in-class sessions on topics such as digital project 
development, visualization technologies, and augmented reality. Also, he is one of the Libraries' 
experts in the areas of digital preservation and data management. 
 
Greg Raschke: Raschke is the Associate Director for Collections and Scholarly Communication 
at the NCSU Libraries where he leads programs to build, manage, and preserve the Libraries’ 
extensive collections.  His responsibilities include overseeing the collections program and the 
development of digital collections.  He has significant experience managing fundraising, annual 
giving, and naming opportunity campaigns.  He leads the Libraries’ partnerships in developing 
sustainable channels for scholarly communication and enhancing digitally enabled research and 
scholarship.  Raschke also leads efforts to support faculty and graduate students with emerging 
tools, programs, and services across the research lifecycle.   
 
Chris Erdmann: Erdmann is the NCSU Libraries’ Chief Strategist for Research Collaboration.  
He leads engagement and collaboration activities with faculty and students across the lifecycle 
of disciplinary and interdisciplinary research and scholarship. He guides the work and ongoing 
professional development of research librarians who collaborate with faculty and students on 
emerging technologies, disciplinary content, visualization, data curation and management, 



 

 

bibliometrics, and computational analysis in an evolving scholarly communication environment. 
Erdmann works with library managers and research librarians to develop, maintain, enhance, 
and promote user-focused collections that reflect the strengths of the university. He envisions 
and builds programs and partnerships that enhance research productivity and competitiveness, 
build valuable research infrastructure, and support interdisciplinary collaboration, representing 
the library in university research enterprise communities.  

4.0 Outcomes and Benefits 
4.1 Outcomes 
 
We envision several outcomes as a result of the project.  These include: 
 

1. A roadmap for interinstitutional collaboration around content for scholarly visual 
environments. 

2. Best practices around designing, creating, commissioning, evaluating, and curating 
large-scale scholarly content. 

3. Guidelines and recommended tools for working across institutions with disparate 
technical infrastructures. 

4. Multiple digital, open source scholarly works, applications, or generative art pieces that 
are deployed at the participating institutions. 

5. Formal establishment of a networked community of practice, e.g., an email list, 
discussion forum, and website to foster ongoing collaborative work. 

6. Suggestions for measuring the scholarly impact of work produced in large-scale 
environments. 

7. An articulation of the librarian skill sets required to support visualization environments for 
scholarly research and communication. 

 
4.2 Benefits 
 
The primary benefit of this project is to lay the foundation for a network effect that would 
facilitate more and more impactful scholarly communication activity in visualization 
environments. Individual and isolated visualization programs would be transformed into nodes 
within a community of practitioners using extensible infrastructure. The initial participating 
institutions would form a critical mass that would facilitate knowledge exchange and content 
sharing as the community continues to grow beyond those funded by Mellon. This network 
effect would help mitigate the significant staff and technology costs required by large-scale 
visualization, helping to ensure that libraries can continue to support and advance these kinds of 
cutting-edge scholarly communication activities into the future. 
 
Specific benefits include the following: 



 

 

● Scholars and librarians would have a tested model to ideate, vet, develop, produce, 
evaluate, and curate visually immersive projects in libraries, and a community of practice 
to suggest and guide future iterations of the model. 

● Technical guidelines for interoperability, sharing, and reproducibility between 
visualization environments would increase the distribution of visually immersive 
scholarship so that it can be more easily experienced in multiple locations. 

● The project website would provide a center of gravity that attracts participation from 
beyond the five funded institutions, encouraging other libraries to reuse, adapt, and 
inform the work of the grant as it progresses.  

● Local scholars would work with visiting residents. "Visualizing Digital Scholarship" would 
facilitate the exchange of ideas and approaches between people with diverse 
experiences, who together would push the boundaries of scholarly communication 
forward.  

● Librarians contemplating the design and provision of visualization environments would 
have access to a body of high-quality web applications to help jump-start nascent 
content programs. 

● Librarians would be able to better design services and make technology investments for 
visualization environments that are in sync with the challenges and opportunities of 
scholarly production, so that our collaborations with researchers generate more 
knowledge and impact. 

● Visiting residents would help stimulate faculty engagement with large-scale visualization. 
Faculty may have problems imagining how these spaces and tools can be used in their 
scholarly work. We observed an uptake in the use of our Visualization Studio after two 
professors gave a public presentation about teaching in the Studio.44 NCSU faculty 
members have told us that David Silver’s residency inspired them to use our spaces. 
The proposed residencies can serve a similar illustrative purpose for a wider faculty 
audience. 

● Administrators who are interested in implementing a visualization program at their own 
institution would have examples, workflows, and technical guidelines as well as an 
established community they can draw upon when making a case for funding or political 
support. Librarians and technologists could also use these resources to demonstrate the 
value of such investments. 

5.0 Commitment to Diversity 
For the NCSU Libraries, shaping the future of librarianship includes a sustained commitment to 
creating an inclusive atmosphere for diverse patron populations and increasing diversity in the 
profession. The Libraries’ collections reflect this commitment, from focused collection efforts to 
locating voices of underrepresented communities in archival research and ensuring that those 
voices are captured and preserved in current archival practices. The Special Collections 
Research Center’s focus on the history of NC State includes a newly created timeline showing 
                                                 
44 http://renci.org/blog/coffee-and-viz-series-brings-teaching-in-a-social-computing-room-to-life.  

http://renci.org/blog/coffee-and-viz-series-brings-teaching-in-a-social-computing-room-to-life


 

 

the history of the university’s gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender community, as well as 
timelines and related collections of the history of African Americans and women. 
  
In the area of services, the Libraries works to engage women and minority students in areas 
where they have been underrepresented. For example, the Libraries hosts incoming freshmen 
women at an ESCape Camp hands-on wearable electronics workshop to introduce them to 
coding, and it received a University Diversity Mini-Grant for a series of workshops and lectures 
designed to increase and sustain gender diversity in the Libraries’ Makerspaces. 
  
The Libraries has taken affirmative steps in response to the challenge of recruiting minority 
librarians, most notably through the NCSU Libraries Fellows program. For the past 20 years, the 
NCSU Libraries has actively recruited new MLS/MIS graduates, with a focus on identifying 
students from diverse backgrounds, those with leadership potential, and those with the ability to 
develop expertise in science or engineering librarianship, in current and emerging digital 
technologies, or in management and administration of academic libraries. The minority hiring 
rate over the history of the program is 22%, and the most recently hired cohort of six Fellows is 
50% minority, as compared with the minority librarian employment rate in Association of 
Research Libraries (ARL) libraries of 14%. The Libraries has been a partner with the ARL in the 
Institute of Museum and Library Services-funded Career Enhancement Program (CEP) for 
minority library students, and has hosted five classes of CEP Fellows. 
  
The Libraries has continued to invest in the career development of minority librarians, and has 
sponsored their attendance at the Minnesota Institute for Early Career Librarians from 
Traditionally Underrepresented Groups. In addition, the Libraries has an active standing 
Diversity Committee, which hosts a variety of programming aimed at creating an atmosphere 
where all students, staff, and faculty are welcomed, valued, and respected. 
  
The Libraries’ outreach and public programming includes the popular Red, White & Black 
campus tour about spaces and places on the NC State campus that have had significant impact 
on the lives and experiences of the African American community. The Libraries’ Visitor program, 
in cooperation with the Institute for Emerging Issues, hosts visits by hundreds of K-12 students 
from around the Southeast. The goal of the tour programming is to expose students, especially 
those from underrepresented backgrounds, to academic libraries, higher education, and civic 
engagement. 
 
The proposed project would help us extend our commitment to diversity and inclusivity by 
lowering the financial, social, and psychological access barrier to large-scale, high-definition 
visualization environments.  This would primarily affect institutions that--due to administrative 
resistance and/or lack of funds/staff expertise--currently cannot afford to engage in this space, 
such as most public libraries or smaller museums or academic libraries. In turn, this prevents 
their often already under-resourced communities from being exposed to these technologies. 
While this project is not likely to influence the costs associated with hardware procurement and 



 

 

maintenance, we can contribute to the reduction of other cost factors, such as planning, training, 
and content creation, by developing workflows, templates, or sample content that can serve as 
seeds for the institutions' visualization programs and inspiration for their users. Another 
important contribution would be improved accessibility for content created for visualization 
spaces, which would be accomplished both through collaborative guideline development and 
consideration of accessibility principles while designing templates and visualizations. 

6.0 Sustainability 
An implicit goal of this project is to design, validate, and implement sustainability strategies. The 
long-term sustainability of content for large-scale visualization is one of the areas on which this 
proposal can have substantial impact. There are two areas in which we can focus our 
sustainability efforts: community and code. 
 
Currently, efforts to deploy large-scale visualization displays in libraries are disjointed and 
isolated, with little common understanding of how to support such spaces in the context of the 
research lifecycle. As described above, our online community of practice would begin to 
articulate best practices for entering content into the social scholarly communication workflows 
that will help to ensure the long-term preservation of knowledge. 

  
The second sustainability challenge is the dissemination of the code-based content created for 
these spaces. Wider distribution would increase the content’s long-term viability in the sense 
that “lots of copies keeps stuff safe.”45 Wider reproduction of visualization products would result 
in more people who are engaged with the work, and so more people invested in its 
sustainability. 
 
A third sustainability challenge is the reality that long-term file storage costs money. While this 
reality would play a part in the cohort’s discussion and selection of a project repository, it is 
beyond the scope of "Visualizing Digital Scholarship" to ensure the long-term storage funding 
for the products completed as part of this grant. Nevertheless, the grant would certainly 
illuminate the choices and options available to individual scholars and institutions for long-term 
storage, as well as make recommendations on how to best prepare large-scale content for 
preservation workflows.  
 
The NCSU Libraries is in a good position to address these issues. Through our data 
management planning service for NCSU community members and involvement with digital 
curation initiatives such as DuraCloud and APTrust, we have gained expertise in planning and 
implementing digital curation policies and workflows. This knowledge base would allow us to 
serve as digital curation consultants to other project participants and help ensure that any 
content created as part of the grant would remain available and usable in the long run. In 

                                                 
45 https://www.lockss.org/about/principles/.  



 

 

addition, we can draw on other community resources, such as Github's guidelines for citing 
code46 that can be employed here to help ensure the scholarly value of content produced.  
 
The true measure of the sustainability solutions we design as part of this grant would only be 
apparent several years after the completion of this initial funding. Evaluating the longitudinal 
effectiveness of our solutions should be the subject of a future investigation.  

7.0 Intellectual Property    
The principal investigators have reviewed the Mellon Foundation’s Intellectual Property Policy47 
and would ensure that project deliverables are consistent with the Foundation’s goals to 
maximize dissemination, sustainability, and resource sharing.  Scholars in residence and block 
grant recipients generating digital scholarship would be required to utilize the Creative 
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International license48.  Any software developed 
would utilize the MIT License49.  Both licenses are consistent with the priorities of this grant—to 
facilitate the dissemination and networking of digital scholarship created within large-scale 
visual environments and to foster methods, templates, and tools that scholars can utilize to 
create scholarship within these environments that is both shareable and adaptable. 
 
The NCSU Libraries’ Director of the Copyright and Digital Scholarship Center has reviewed both 
licenses for this and previous projects with the University’s General Counsel and Office of 
Contracts and Grants. 
 

8.0 Financial difficulties or deficits in the last two years 
 
The NCSU Libraries has not had any financial deficits or exceptional difficulties over the past 
two years. Ranked 35th in the Association of Research Libraries, the Libraries’ total 
expenditures for FY 2015 were $33,248,941, and initial reporting to ARL for FY 2016 indicates a 
1.5% increase in total expenditures. The University’s budget totals $1,480,000,000 and is 
comprised of a diverse portfolio of state appropriations, contracts and grants, tuition revenue, 
and other sales, services, and receipts50.  The University and Libraries expect relatively flat or  
slightly increasing budgets over the next two years. 

                                                 
46 https://guides.github.com/activities/citable-code 
47 https://mellon.org/grants/grantmaking-policies-and-guidelines/grantmaking-
policies/intellectual-property-policy/ 
48 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/ 
49 https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT 
50 https://budget.ncsu.edu/budgetcentral/documents/Brochure.pdf 
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